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ABSTRACT: The chapter ‘Zhougong zhi Qinwu’ published in the Tsinghua Bamboo Slips collection was the textual 
record including several poems on ruling advice and warnings composed by King Cheng and Duke of Zhou. Since this 
chapter includes some archaic characters and sentences, the explanation of some of them is very varied, and their meanings 
are difficult to understand. This paper first synthesizes previous studies on the 3rd, 5th, 6th, 8th and 9th poems in the Zhougong 
zhi Qinwu chapter. The author proposes a new explanation for some characters and punctuation with an aim to facilitate more 
studies of this important pieces of textual records.
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（责任编辑  王  辉）
笔者将这首诗之乱翻译为：
乱曰：我恭敬畏惧，不敢丧失天命，丰大上
天的庇护和福禄，任用老成人要考虑充满朝堂。
清华简《周公之琴舞》补释
